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Résumé — Véhicule bi-mode avec moteurs roues : optimisation du freinage récupératif —
Pour faire face au besoin croissant de mobilité des personnes et des biens tout en réduisant massivement
les émissions de CO2, l’électrification des véhicules est une solution majeure. La grande variété des
véhicules et de leur utilisation conduit à la mise en place d’architectures adaptées et donc de solutions
innovantes. Cela est particulièrement le cas pour le développement de véhicules utilitaires dont l’objectif
est de promouvoir un usage tout électrique en ville (véhicule zéro émission) tout en maintenant une
autonomie significative pour un usage extra-urbain. Le projet VelRoue, un partenariat entre Renault,
Michelin et IFP Energies nouvelles, a pour objectif le développement d’un véhicule utilitaire bi-mode
utilisant un groupe motopropulseur thermique traditionnel sur le train avant et des moteurs roues sur le
train arrière. Chaque système de propulsion sera alors séparément optimisé à son utilisation pour
permettre d’atteindre un faible niveau global d’émissions de CO2 sur un usage mixte. En plus de ces
spécificités et avantages pour l’usage d’un véhicule utilitaire, nous nous attacherons également à montrer
l’intérêt d’une telle architecture pour optimiser le freinage récupératif tout en conservant un
comportement dynamique sécurisant.
Abstract — Dual Mode Vehicle with In-Wheel Motor: Regenerative Braking Optimization — To meet
the growing need for mobility of people and goods while massively reducing CO2 emissions, the
electrification of vehicles is an essential solution. The variety of vehicles and their use results in
innovative solutions for adapted architecture. This is especially true for light commercial vehicles where
the objective is to promote full electric use in urban conditions (zero emission vehicle) while maintaining
significant range autonomy on road. The project VelRoue, a partnership between Renault, Michelin and
IFP Energies nouvelles, aims to develop a dedicated dual-mode vehicle using a conventional thermal
powertrain on the front axle and in-wheel motors on the rear one each powertrain to its use and makes it
possible to achieve a low level of homologation CO2 emissions. In addition to features that meet the
specific use of a commercial vehicle, in this paper we will particularly demonstrate the benefit of such an
architecture to optimize the regenerative braking while ensuring a safe dynamic behaviour.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Different architectures for electrified vehicles.

Dual mode vehicle with in-wheel motors.

INTRODUCTION
In the context of a massive reduction in CO2 emissions
related to the mobility of persons and goods, vehicle electrification is one of the most effective solutions in combination
with a production of “clean” electricity. This breakthrough
technology can be deployed in different ways, from a micro
hybrid with an electric start & stop system to full electric
vehicles (Fig. 1). This variation of architectures is justified
by a proper adaptation of vehicles to different societal uses as
well as infrastructure needed for plug-in vehicles.
The VelRoue project, a partnership between Renault,
Michelin and IFP Energies nouvelles funded by the ADEME1
in the framework of the AMI2 program, aimed to develop an
architecture tailored to the needs of a light commercial vehicle,
such as the Renault Trafic or Kangoo. The choice was made
for a dedicated dual mode architecture using in-wheel
motors on the rear axle. This solution combines the advantages of an electric vehicle in urban conditions (no pollutants,
CO2 emissions and noise), with a significant preservation of
the range autonomy of a conventional thermal vehicle while
offering a competitive price compared to full electric vehicles. Many technological issues related to the use of in-wheel
motors had to be address, such as their integration and impact
on vehicle dynamics. Control and supervision of both powertrains had to be developed taking into account the desired
performance (energy management, CO2 emissions, dynamic)
and safety operation.
In the first section, this architecture and the impact of
requirements on individual component design will be discussed.
The second one will present the vehicle simulator used for
(1) Agence De l’Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l’Energie.
(2) Appel à Manifestation d’Intérêt.

development and validation of supervision and control
strategies. We will then focus on one valuable feature of the
use of in-wheel motors: namely the new prospects of regenerative braking optimization and wheel slip control due to the
proximity of the electrical motors to the wheel. Section 3 will
then present how the supervisor can integrate all the
constraints to optimize the use and coordination of all the
actuators and Section 4 how the use of in-wheel motors can
improve estimation and control of road friction.

1 DUAL MODE ARCHITECTURE
1.1 Objectives
With currently available technologies, the deployment of
plug-in electric vehicles is widely being considered for urban
use in order to reduce CO2 emissions. However, the limit of
range imposed by the current battery capacity makes them
less suitable for extra-urban use. The objective here is to
develop a dual-mode architecture particularly suited to the
needs of small commercial vehicles users. The vehicle must
be comparable to a plug-in electric vehicle (ZEV3) in urban
use, to a combustion engine vehicle in suburban use and
global optimization of the architecture should allow for very
low CO2 emissions and a competitive price compared to electric vehicles. The dual-mode solution is based on the development and optimization of two separate powertrains dedicated
to each use (Fig. 2):
– a thermal driving mode with a conventional thermal
powertrain on the front axle;
– an electric driving mode with two in-wheel motors on rear
wheels.
(3) Zero Emission Vehicle.
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150
140
CME (N.m)

This innovative concept will be validated on a Renault
Kangoo demonstration car. The simultaneous use of both
powertrains will be limited to a minimum. When the driver
chooses the electric mode, the engine will still be stopped. If
the battery is discharged, the customer will be informed of
the need to switch to thermal mode. In this mode, the driver
will have a conventional thermal vehicle equipped with a
robotized gearbox, except for certain operations where the
use of both powertrains will be imposed for optimization. For
example, during vehicle pull-away or acceleration requests,
electric motors will assist the engine to prevent the gearbox
from downshifting. Similarly, during deceleration and braking,
the electric motors will be used for regenerative brake.
Limiting ZEV mode to urban use allows for the adaptation
of required battery capacity compared to a fully electric
vehicle, with the ability to then reduce its volume and cost.
On the other hand, the use of an in-wheel motor, less intrusive than a motor mounted on a powertrain as in a hybrid
vehicle, can reduce the cost of platform adaptation and
maintain relevant cargo volume, essential in the case of a
commercial vehicle.
This dual-mode architecture therefore represents an
attractive economic alternative significantly reducing CO2
emissions, with a target at 40 gCO2/km on NEDC cycle, while
maintaining a large cargo volume.
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Figure 3
Maximum torque of D4Ft engine with E0 and E85 fuel.
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1.2 Thermal Powertrain
The dedicated thermal powertrain on the front axle must be
optimized for road and highway use with a limited cost. The
purpose was not to design specific components, but to adapt
existing ones.
1.2.1 Engine

The candidate engine must have good efficiency at medium
and high loads. A supercharged spark-ignition engine meets
this requirement and the selected engine is a Renault D4Ft
with a displace volume of 1.2 liters. Supercharging can
reduce consumption without incurring significant additional
costs but with two drawbacks: the need to manage the tradeoffs between high and low load performances and thermal
limitations at high loads resulting in over consumption.
At high loads, the thermodynamic conditions during
combustion cause the emergence of knock phenomenon
potentially destructive to the cylinders. This is usually prevented
by delaying the combustion with spark advance. However,
when this is done the combustion phasing is no longer
optimal and reduces engine efficiency, increasing consumption
and reducing engine performances. The use of E85 fuel
(more than 85% of ethanol) has a main advantage for this
application. Its octane number, representative of knock resistance, is much higher than a standard gasoline fuel. It is

Ri

1.15
1.10
1.05

1.00
0.95
500 1000

2 000
3 000
4 000
Engine speed (rpm)

5 000

6 000

Figure 4
Equivalent ratio at full load with E0 and E85 fuel.

therefore possible to keep optimal combustion over the entire
operating range, while retaining minimum consumption and
improving engine performance (Fig. 3).
In order to prevent damage on a three-way exhaust catalyst,
one needs to control and limit its upstream temperature.
Delaying combustion at high loads to prevent knock ignition
will increase exhaust temperature. It is usually prevented by
increasing injected mass more than needed to get stoichiometric conditions, with directly increased consumption at
those loads. Using E85 to prevent knock will then naturally
reduce the need of increasing injected fuel (Fig. 4).
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1.2.2 Robotized Gearbox

1.3.1 Electric Motors

The dedicated gearbox chosen for this project is a Renault JH3
with a robotized clutch and selectors. Optimization of engine
specific consumption and performances at high loads permits
the consideration of longer gear ratios (Tab. 1), which
leads to the additional reduction of vehicle fuel consumption
and CO2 emissions.

Electric motors and associated reduction were strictly sized
for urban use with a maximum operating speed of 90 km/h
and a maximum torque corresponding to that required to pull
the vehicle away in all conditions. In addition, main operating
points of different considered cycles (NEDC, ARTEMIS
urban and MTR) must fall within the field of continuous
operation. Considering those requirements, dimensioning
data have been chosen:

TABLE 1
Gearbox ratio

• R = 17 (reduction ratio);

Gear

1

2

3

4

5

Ratio

3.73

2.05

1.39

1.03

0.74

• Cmax = 34 Nm;
• Cn0 = 25 Nm;
• Nmax = 13.6 krpm.

The second gear is specifically dedicated for pull-away
with the assistance of electric motors to push the vehicle. The
first gear will then be used only in back-up mode when electric propulsion is not available (low battery state of charge,
motor malfunction, etc.).
In order to offset the lack of engine torque at low engine
speeds and to prevent gearbox downshifts during acceleration
requests, electric motors will also assist the front powertrain.

It enables the design of a specific electric machine with an
adapted operating range (Fig. 5). This optimal design limits
the size of the motors, facilitates their implementation, limits
their costs and is able to get optimal efficiency on operating
points at low loads. This design has been validated on a
MTR cycle consisting of successive transients in torque and
speed in order to stress the motor and check its temperature
stability.

1.3 Electric Powertrain

1.3.2 Dog Clutch

The dedicated electric powertrain on the rear axle must be
optimized for urban use. The introduction of in-wheel motors
in the automotive sector requires specific design and study,
taking into consideration the constraints involved with inwheel integration as well as the impact on the dynamic
behaviour and vehicle operation safety.

The maximum speed limit for urban use requires the integration
of a dog clutch to disengage motors at high speeds and to
prevent damage. It also ensures the safe operation of the
vehicle. Indeed, in case of malfunction of either one wheel
motor or the control system, the opening of clutches will
ensure that no differential torque is applied to the rear axle,
which could destabilize the vehicle.
Two main drawbacks had to be addressed to design the
clutches and the associated controller (Fig. 6):
– ability to disengage motors in at least 500 ms to ensure
vehicle stability in case of malfunction;
– ability to disengage motors under torque in case of shortcircuits.

40
Cmax

35

Torque (Nm)

30
Cn0

25

1.3.3 In-Wheel Integration
Cycle
MTR

20

50 km/h
10% – 2T

15
ARTEMIS
urbain

10

70 km/h
3% – 2T

ARTEMIS
Emb.

NEDC

5
Nmax1
0

0

5

10
Speed (krpm)

Figure 5
Operating range of in-wheel motors.

15

The architectural interest of in-wheel motors is to outsource
their integration of the vehicle body. The main drawback is
then integration in a restricted volume of motor, reduction,
dog clutch and brake, while taking into account the constraints
of assembly and maintenance. This set will be subject to
internal thermal stresses (mainly due to braking) and external
vibrations related to the road, shocks (mounted sidewalks,
manhole, etc.) and dips (puddles, fords, etc.).
This integration issue has been deeply studied to fit with
passenger cars requirements (Fig. 7) and will be validated on
the demo-car at the final stage of the project.
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Figure 6
Clutch disengagement under nominal condition without torque at 85 km/h (up) and under 5 Nm torque (down).
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Figure 8

In-wheel motor and clutch integration.

VelRoue inter-process communication.

1.4 E/E Architecture
The dual-mode architecture rests on the integration of two
separate powertrains dedicated to each use but this still
requires an inter-process communication as intrusive as on
more typical hybrid vehicle. The supervisor should be the
hub of all organs and must ensure the security of the system
in case of failure, particularly related to the electric part.
1.4.1 Inter-Process Communication

Four CAN network have been defined to address the requirement of dual-mode operation (Fig. 8):
– V-CAN, network of conventional thermal vehicle;
– R-CAN between supervisor and gearbox;

– T-CAN between supervisor and thermal engine;
– E-CAN between supervisor, inverters and BMS.
In addition to assuming management and state of the vehicle
in response to driver requests (driving mode, acceleration,
braking), the supervisor acts as a common node and performs
the gateway between the CAN networks in order to lure/
interpret all information depending on the desired mode.
1.4.2 Safety Line

For security reasons, in addition to CAN communication
between the supervisor and the inverters, a hardware safety
line was created to inhibit the inverters and disengage the
in-wheel motors in case of fault detection by the supervisor
or inverters during operation (Fig. 9).
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Figure 10

Safety line for in-wheel motors deactivation.

Schematics of the simulation platform.
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2 VEHICLE SIMULATION
This section presents the simulation platform and the models
used to get the results discussed in the next sections.

Fzf
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Figure 11

2.1 Simulation Platform

Vehicle dynamics model.

1.5
1.0
Longitudinal friction

In order to validate the algorithms of supervision and the
vehicle behaviour, the supervisor and powertrain controllers
have been coupled with a vehicle simulator aimed at representing the system dynamics and the inter-process communication as close as on real vehicle. The platform is then
distributed between several models as shown in Figure 10.
The vehicle simulator contains also different submodels:
– a quasistatic thermal engine model, with torque and
consumption tabulated as a function of load and engine
speed. The engine dynamics are represented to consider
atmospheric and supercharging respective time responses;
– quasistatic electric motors models with torque and power
losses tabulated and a second order dynamics;
– a battery equivalent-circuit model;
– a high-frequency transmission model (flywheel, clutch
and gearbox) developed in AMESim platform;
– a high-frequency car body model with suspensions,
wheels and tires developed in AMESim platform.

0.5

0
-0.5

-1.0

Dry road (μXmax = 1.26)
Wet road (μXmax = 0.85)

-1.5
-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0
0.2
Longitudinal slip

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Figure 12
Pacejka models for longitudinal friction coefficient.

2.2 Vehicle Dynamics
The vehicle model developed in AMESim platform consists
of the main vehicle mass to which the four wheels are
attached via a suspension system. Only the longitudinal and
pitch dynamics are represented which is sufficient to validate

supervision strategies and the optimal use of in-wheel motors
for regenerative braking and traction control as discussed in the
next sections. Therefore, this model can easily be represented
as a bicycle model, as shown in Figure 11.
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The pitch angle (Φ) is computed considering position of
both centers of gravity of the suspended and unsuspended
mass (Gu and Gs), suspension dynamics and load transfer that
arises when the vehicle is accelerating or braking. Simplified
system equations for longitudinal dynamics can be written as
follows:
(1)
mVx = Fx − Faero

Table 2 presents the different vehicle states. N0 is the
nominal one without default. N2 and N4 able to drive the car
even in case of a malfunction. In state N2, the safety line will
be active and the car could be used as a conventional thermal
vehicle. In state N4, the gearbox is declutched and the car can
be used only in electric driving mode. States D3, D4 and P
are back-up mode in case of a malfunction disabling the use
of the vehicle in normal conditions in both driving mode.

I w ω i = Twi − re Fxi − cr Fzi

(2)

Fzi = mwi g

(3)

TABLE 2

Fxi = μ xi Fzi

(4)

VelRoue vehicle states

Fx = ΣFxi

(5)

where m is the vehicle mass, Vx the vehicle speed, Fx the
longitudinal force on vehicle, Faero the aerodynamic drag
force, Iw the wheel inertia, ωi the wheel angular speed, Twi the
wheel torque (coming from motor or engine and/or brake), re
the wheel radius, Fxi and Fzi the longitudinal and normal
forces, mwi the equivalent mass (depending of center of gravity
position and pitch) and cr the rolling resistance parameter.
The longitudinal tire friction coefficient between the road
and the tire (μx) is function of the road conditions and the
longitudinal slip (λ) of the wheel defines as follow:
λ=

Vx − reω
max(Vx , reω)

(6)

A Pacejka formula [1] is classically used to model this
friction coefficient (Fig. 12). It should be noted that limits of
grip are known as maximum and minimum of this curve
respectively in acceleration and deceleration and those limits
are varying with road conditions.
3 DUAL-MODE SUPERVISION
The particularity of this dual-mode vehicle is that unlike a
hybrid vehicle where the use of electrical energy is transparent,
the choice of driving mode (thermal or electric) is left to the
decision of the driver via a selector on the dashboard. A dedicated Human-Machine Interface (HMI) will provide all relevant information (for example state of charge and vehicle
state) to assist the driver in mode selection. Nevertheless,
control and supervision of both powertrains should be developed taking into account the desired performance (energy
management, CO2 emissions, dynamic) and safety operation.
3.1 Vehicle States
In parallel of requested driving mode, the supervisor will
have to manage different vehicle states according to functional
state of the different components. If a failure appears somewhere, the supervisor must react to proposed or imposed,
according to the malfunction criticism, an adapted back-up
mode so that the driver can continue to safely use the vehicle
or at worst case stop within security.

101

No.

Name

Comment

N0

Nominal

Thermal traction OK
Electric propulsion OK

N2

Thermal

Thermal traction OK
Electric propulsion default

N4

Electric

Thermal traction default
Electric propulsion OK

D3

Limited speed

In thermal mode if clutch malfunction detected

D4

Drive to stop

If drive selector KO and/or gearbox stuck in gear

Failure

Vehicle stop

P

In the next sections of this paper, we will consider only
the nominal state N0.
3.2 Functional Behaviour in Nominal State
3.2.1 Thermal Driving Mode

As seen in previous section, in order to optimize energy
management and CO2 emissions, both powertrains are used in
nominal vehicle state when the driver select the thermal
driving mode (Fig. 13):
1 During pull-away, the 2nd gear is engaged and motors
assist engine with a ramping strategy.
2 During driving and as the vehicle speed is below the limit
for declutching, electric motors assist thermal engine in
transient under stability criterion.
3 During braking or deceleration, in-wheel motors are used
for energy recovery in coordination with friction brake.
4 In-wheel motors declutching are done crossing a vehicle
speed of 90 km/h and clutching below 80 km/h.
In case of low state of charge level, the in-wheel motors
assistance during pull-away and driving will be disabling.
Only the energy recovery ability would be let active.
3.2.2 Electric Driving Mode

In this mode, the thermal engine is stopped and only the electric
powertrain is used (Fig. 14):
– vehicle pull-away and drive are fully managed by in-wheel
motors;
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Therefore, maintaining vehicle stability under these conditions
will not only affect the in-wheel motor but the entire system:
the motor and the friction brake, which will require the
establishment of an upstream supervision.
3.3.1 Driving Case

1

2

Electric motor

0

3

-100%
Crabot.
F

4

Clutch

O

Figure 13
Operation diagram in thermal driving mode.

As seen in previous section and in Figure 13, when the driver
select the thermal driving mode, in-wheel motors are used
to assist the engine during pull-away and transient phases.
A power split strategy has been developed and integrated in
the supervisor to satisfy those requirements while limiting the
actuators torque on the two axles to maintain a good tire/road
friction. This strategy is based on the fact that during transients
both the engine and the electric motor can be used to fulfil
the driver request:
Twheel sp = ∑ Twi sp = ∑ Tmi sp + Gear ⋅ Te sp
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(7)

130

Gearbox

where Twheel sp is the total driver torque request at the wheels,
Twi sp is the torque setpoint for the wheel i, Tmi sp is the torque
setpoint for the motor i (on rear wheels), Gear is the gear
ratio engaged and Te sp the engine torque setpoint.
Furthermore to maintain a good tire/road friction, the
torque requests for each axle are saturated to not exceed the
limit of friction given by the traction control or ABS systems:

2

Electric motor

0
-100%

1

Crabot.
F

Clutch closed
O

Figure 14
Operation diagram in electric driving mode.

– overall motor operating range is available during driving
and braking in coordination with friction brake.
In case of low state of charge level, a torque limitation
strategy will apply and driver will be informed he has to
switch in thermal driving mode.
3.3 Torque Distribution
The stability of the trajectory of a vehicle is strongly related to
the behaviour of the rear axle. In nominal operation, the supervision and control system of the torque applied to the rear
wheels must maintain good traction when accelerating or braking. In addition, the objective of a device which participates in
the increase of autonomy (electric mode) and the reduction of
CO2 emissions (thermal mode) are to optimize energy recovery in the rear wheels during deceleration and braking.

⎧
⎛F ⎞
Gear ⋅ Te sp
=
< μ max
⎪μ f = ⎜ x ⎟
re ⋅ Fzf
⎝ Fz ⎠ front
⎪
⎨
⎛F ⎞
⎪
∑ Tmi sp < μ
x
⎪μ r = ⎜ ⎟ =
max
re ⋅ Fzr
⎝ Fz ⎠rear
⎩

(8)

where μf and μr are the instantaneous friction coefficient of the
front and rear tires, Fx and Fz are the longitudinal and normal
forces applied to the front and the rear wheels and μmax is the
limit friction coefficient.
Figure 15 shows the assistance of electric motors during
acceleration. First, the electric motors provide all the torque
needed to pull-away the vehicle. When the engine is started
and the second gear ratio is engaged, the electric motors partially assist the engine until it provides the request wheel
torque. During the gearbox up shift, the electric motors are
also used to compensate the engine torque lag due to the
clutch opening. Those results also shows that the torque distribution satisfies a good tire/road friction since the instantaneous friction coefficient of the front and the rear tires are
lower than the limit friction coefficient μmax (equal to 1.2 for
a dry road).
3.3.2 Braking Case

During braking, in-wheel motors can be used to maintain
the vehicle stability while optimizing energy recovery.
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the torque splitting between both axles and in a second one,
depending on the communication with the ABS system control,
we distribute the rear axle torque to the electric motors and
the hydraulic brakes.
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Axles torque splitting
From the total braking torque requested to the wheel, the static
weight distribution of the car and the dynamic mass transfer
in deceleration, we can compute the normal forces applied on
the front and the rear axles [7]:
m ⋅ g ⋅ lr h0 ⋅ Twheel sp
Fzf =
−
(10)
2l
2l ⋅ re

18

Fzr =
6
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Time (s)
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μ (-)

Powertrain torques distribution in thermal driving case.

Limit
-500

0

2l

+

h0 ⋅ Twheel sp
2l ⋅ re

(11)

From this condition and Equations (10) and (11), the
longitudinal forces applicable on each axle are:
Twheel sp
Fxf ≤
Fzf < 0
(13)
m ⋅ g ⋅ re
0<

-500
-1 000
Torques slitting (Nm)

m ⋅ g ⋅ lf

To maintain the stability of the vehicle, the objective is to
keep the friction on the rear wheels higher than on the front
wheels:
⎛F ⎞
⎛F ⎞
−μ max < ⎜ x ⎟
≤⎜ x ⎟ <0
(12)
⎝ Fz ⎠ front ⎝ Fz ⎠rear

Figure 15
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(14)

(9)

On our specific case with in-wheel motors on the rear
axle, we have interest to apply a maximum torque on the rear
axle to maximize the energy recovery. Because of this specific condition, we will try to maintain the same friction on
the rear and the front axle. Then, from previous equations
and the value of the maximum braking torque on the front
axle, we obtain a static map providing the axle torques splitting function of the maximum friction coefficient μ max and
the requested total wheel torque. Figure 16 shows the axle
torque distribution for different values of this requested total
wheel torque during braking. The maximum friction coefficient used in this case is 0.8. One can notice that the minimum total wheel torque applicable to this vehicle is then near
to – 3 000 Nm. Indeed, the two hydraulic brakes on the front
axle have reached their maximum values (–1 000 Nm) and
the rear brake torque is saturated to keep the same friction
according to (12). In this condition the minimum value of the
tire friction isn’t reached, the front brakes are saturated before.

where Twheel is the total driver torque request, Tmi sp is the
torque setpoint for the motor i (on rear wheels), Tbrake f and
Tbrake r are the hydraulic braking torques on each axles.
The engine torque has been neglected since during braking
phases the engine should be declutched to ensure a maximum
energy recovery by the motors. In a first step, we compute

Rear torque distribution between the wheel motors
and the hydraulic brakes
Once computed the requested rear torque, we have the possibility to fulfil it with two actuators: the hydraulic brakes and
the in-wheel motors. The solution depends on the possibility
to decouple the position of the brake pedal to the hydraulic
brakes pressure. The simplest one without any modifications
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Figure 16
Axle torque distribution for braking case.

The wheel torque applied during braking is decomposed
as follows:
Twheel sp = ∑ Tmi sp + Tbrake f + Tbrake r
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Torque distribution during braking on a dry road with full
control of the braking system.

Behaviour in low friction conditions
As seen previously, the axles torque splitting strategy can use
an estimation of friction limit during braking to limit the
torque on each axle according to Equation (12). Figure 19
shows results of this strategy in low friction conditions. This
ensures vehicle stability by meeting the two constraints:
Keeping the same friction coefficient on both axles while
remaining bellow the road limit. Furthermore, one can notice

Wheel torque (Nm)

on the ABS system is to apply a constant negative torque to
the wheel motors during a deceleration. This braking torque
should represent the engine braking torque apply during
accelerator pedal release. The disadvantage of this solution is
a lake of energy recovery by the electric motor. Figure 17
shows a deceleration obtain with this strategy. As explained
before, the wheel motors apply a constant torque which is
widely lower than the minimum motor torque. A lot of
energy is dispersed as heat by the rear hydraulic brakes
(in gray) and could be recovered by the in-wheel motors. On
the other hand, the tire frictions are well maintained similar
on the rear and front axle.
An interesting use of the wheel motors is to recovery the
maximum electric energy during braking phases while control the friction on the rear axle. Figure 18 shows the same
braking phase than Figure 17 but with a maximum use of the
electric motors to fulfil the requested rear torque. We can see
on this specific braking, that the wheel motors quite realize
the rear torque request. The rear brakes are then only slightly
used at the beginning of the braking since the rear torque
setpoint is lower than the maximum wheel motor torque.
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Figure 19
Torque distribution during braking on a wet road with full
control of the braking system.

that the rear torque distribution strategy able to optimize
energy recovery using only the in-wheel motors.

4 WHEEL SLIP CONTROL
Traction control and ABS systems are main components in
providing safety behaviour and achieving desired vehicle
grip in overall conditions. In conventional vehicles, two main
actuators accomplish those functions, the combustion engine
and the hydraulic brake system. It imposes different solutions
of control adapted to different actuators dynamics [2, 3].
Using in-wheel motors provides new opportunities to control
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the torque to the wheel with a fast response time [4]. It could
then be use as the main actuator to ensure safety vehicle
motion in both acceleration and deceleration.
4.1 Parameter Estimation
With a classical architecture, the estimation of the friction
force is complex because of immeasurable parameters, as the
torque applied to the wheel and need complex observers
[5, 6]. The torque output of the motor can be easily calculated
from its current. This merit makes it easier to estimate the
driving and braking force between the tire and the road
surface and then the maximum friction coefficient according
to varying road conditions.
4.1.1 Longitudinal Friction Estimation

The normal forces applied on the front and rear wheels may
be pretty well approached by considering pitch rate and static
weight distribution [7]. To estimate the longitudinal friction
force for a wheel, we took advantage of the knowledge of the
torque and the wheel velocity in motion Equation (2):
1
Fxi = (Ti − I ω i − cr Fzi )
(15)
re
where cr is a rolling resistance parameter.
The instantaneous friction coefficient μx can then be
directly estimated according to Equation (8).
4.1.2 Maximum Friction Estimation

As seen in Section 2.2, the limit of friction to prevent wheel
slip during driving or braking is the maximum of the curve
μx – λ depending on road surface conditions. To optimize slip

control strategies, it is helpful to get a relevant estimation of
this limit. As Pacejka model is highly complex and nonlinear,
a simpler Dugoff tire model [8] will be used. It has the advantage to represent longitudinal friction coefficient related to its
maximum and depends only of two parameters, Kx the
longitudinal stiffness coefficient and α a weight factor:
μ x = f (ϕ) K x λ
⎧(2 − ϕ )ϕ ϕ < 1
μ
f (ϕ) = ⎨
ϕ = α x max
ϕ ≥1
2 Kxλ
⎩ 1

(16)

Considering the nonlinear zone case, μxmax can be expressed
as the solution of a second order equation:
μ x max =

(

2
K x λ ± K x λ (K x λ − μ x )
α

)

(17)

The sign in expression depending of the sign of longitudinal
slip λ.
To adapt this estimation to the road conditions, an approach
is to use the extended braking stiffness (XBS, defined as the
derivative of the friction coefficient) [9, 10]. It needs to be
close to this limit to adapt accurately. It has been preferred to
adapt on-line Kx and α parameters with least-squares method
respectively during linear and nonlinear parts of the curve.
One must notice two important results (Fig. 20):
– on a wide range of road conditions (μxmax from 1 to 0.4)
the α parameter range is low (from 1.09 to 1.16);
– in each case, maximum friction estimation is not constant
due to simplification between Pacejka and Dugoff models.
It aims to get overestimation before the limit (circle mark)
and underestimation after. The estimation provides an
accurate maximum value on the limit as far as parameters
are well adapted.

μmax = 1.0138 / Kx = 30.3793 / α = 1.09

μmax = 0.40553 / Kx = 16.1445 / α = 1.155
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Maximum friction estimation in dry (left) and wet (right) road.
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Ts = I w ω + Fz ( reμ x max + cr ) + sign(S ) ∫ kS.dt

(18)

As presented in Section 3.3, the supervisor computes
torque distribution in both driving and braking case in order
to meet traction and optimal energy recovery requirements.
Considering that the anti-slip control is assumed by in-wheel
motors on rear axle, one can computes electric motor torque
command:
⎛
T ⎞
if λ > 0, Temot sp = min ⎜Temot req , s ⎟
⎝
R⎠
(19)
⎛
Ts − Tbrake req ⎞
else, Temoot sp = max ⎜Temot req ,
⎟
R
⎝
⎠
It shows how anti-slip control is applied with electric
motors taking in account the hydraulic braking.
4.3 Results
Next section presents results of friction estimation and wheel
slip control in two characteristic cases:
– adaptation to varying low friction conditions;
– emergency braking.
4.3.1 Low Friction Conditions

In electric driving mode and in both driving and braking
case, the wheel slip controller aims to limit in-wheel motors
torque to assume both TCS (traction control) and ABS

In-wheel motor
torque (Nm)

With a classical ABS system, because of highly nonlinear
behaviour of friction curves and the latency of the hydraulic
actuators, the existing control strategies are often based on
sliding-mode control, as it guarantee the robustness of the
system against changing working conditions [11, 12] and rely
directly on the longitudinal slip with often a conservative
fixed threshold. Taking advantage of their fast response time
and the knowledge of their output torque, the electric motors
allow applying a control on the friction coefficient, while
considering the road conditions.
A feedback sliding mode control law is designed such that
it will guarantee the system trajectory moving toward the
sliding surface and staying on it. In order to take advantage
of the previous μx and μxmax estimations, a sliding surface
S = sign(XBS).(μxmax – μx) has been selected and motivated
in [10]. The sliding control law computes from Equation (2)
the maximum wheel torque to stay under optimal friction
conditions:

Friction coefficient (-)

4.2 Sliding Mode Control

Longitudinal slip (-)

Those results invoke a good robustness to road variations
and the dynamic behaviour is considered to be on the safe
side in an emergency situation.
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Figure 21
Wheel slip control in both driving and braking case while
changing road adherence conditions.

functions, while taking in account changing road conditions.
To validate the behaviour of friction estimation and control,
successive acceleration and braking have been simulated
while changing road adherence conditions (Fig. 21).
The maximum friction coefficient μxmax is switched from
0.6 to 0.4 and vice versa at 16, 26 and 30 s. One can first
notice the relevant dynamic estimation of maximum friction
coefficient from Dugoff model (17) in transient and during
slip control in both acceleration and braking. Particularly
when the road condition is changing during transient (at 16
and 26 s) this estimation fits in real time. Then, the control
achieves to track this value when needed (if estimated friction coefficient μ x tends to exceed this limit) by limiting the
torque requested by the supervisor. The wheel slip is then
limited to get optimal grip to the road while preventing wheel
lock.
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During emergency braking, the ABS system is triggered to
prevent wheels from blocking. The latency of the hydraulic
actuators causes a on-off behaviour of the controller with an
oscillation around the optimal grip. As presented before, one
valuable feature of the use of in-wheel motors is to improve
wheel slip control while optimizing regenerative braking.
Next results show how this anti-slip controller can also prevent wheels from blocking with deactivated ABS system on
the rear wheels.
An emergency braking on dry road has been simulated in
three different cases (Fig. 22):
– the supervisor computes maximum braking torque for
both electric and hydraulic actuators and wheel slip controller
is deactivated. In this case, the wheel blocks and the slip is
not control anymore;
– the supervisor computes maximum braking torque for
both actuators and wheel slip controller is assumed by
limitation of electric wheel torque to prevent slip is then
fully assumed by the electric motor. The longitudinal slip is
well controlled with a limited oscillation but the generative
braking is not optimal anymore. In some case, in-wheel
motor torque could even reach the actuator saturation;
– the supervisor uses maximum friction coefficient estimation to compute feedback torque distribution between
electric and hydraulic actuators (Sect. 3.3.2). It reduces the
hydraulic brake torque to keep in-wheel motor torque
close to its maximum and optimize regenerative brake
while keeping longitudinal slip control. One can notices
than in this case the supervisor acts as a preventive control,
improving transient behaviour.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper new dual mode architecture for electrified vehicle
using a conventional thermal powertrain on the front axle and
in-wheel motors on the rear axle has been proposed. The
design of both electrical and thermal powertrains has been
optimized considering their respective urban and extra-urban
use in order to combine the advantages of an electric vehicle
in urban conditions (no pollutants, CO2 emissions and noise),
with a significant preservation of the range autonomy of a
conventional thermal vehicle on road. Particularly, technological issues related to the use of in-wheel motors have been
addressed, such as their integration in a restricted and
stressed area.
In a second part, the paper focuses on vehicle supervision
according to driving mode and on a valuable feature of the
use of in-wheel motors. The proximity of electric motors to
the wheels and the knowledge of their output torque help in
regenerative braking optimization and wheel slip control.
During braking, being intrusive on hydraulic brake system

Wheel slip control during an emergency braking with both
electric and hydraulic actuators.

able the supervisor to manage torque distribution between
axles to maintain vehicle stability and between both electric
and hydraulic actuators on rear axle in order to optimize the
use of in-wheel motors. Finally, we show the ability to control
the wheel slip with accuracy on maximal friction point and
whatever the road adherence condition, using electric motors
instead of classical hydraulic actuators.
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